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Eddie and the Cruisers

view in catalog
Eddie and the Cruisers is the story of a fictional band from the earlyabout
?60s,Eddie
their rise
andto
thefame
Cruisers
and the death
of their leader and chief wordsmith, Eddie Wilson. The story itself seems to be inspired by two real life
events; the death of Doors lead singer Jim Morrison and the sudden decision by Brian Wilson of The
Beach Boys to shelve the band?s album Smile. Like singer Jim Morrison, Eddie Wilson is a master in
putting words and music together in ways that convey feeling while still containing the drive and energy
to make a great song. Like Brian Wilson, Eddie is forward thinking in his writing style and wants to
produce a piece that is not simply rock and roll, but something that will be remembered for all time even
if it is vastly different than anything he has done before. Read more
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Always Heard, Never Known

view in catalog
This is the story of a band that everyone
about
hasAlways
heard and
Heard,
yet most
Neverpeople
Known
don?t even know their name.
They played on more hit records than Elvis, than The Beach Boys, than The Rolling Stones or the
Beatles ?.combined. They were responsible for the driving beat of the Motown hit factory. The riffs
you remember to so many songs were arranged and performed by them; yet if I mentioned some of their
names, James Jamerson, Richard Allen, Joe Messina, to name a few there would be no flash of
recognition in your mind. Read more
Posted by Keith C. on July 10, 2013
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